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1 Introduction

While issues of ethics in medical informatics related to clinical decision-making came up in discussions in an International Federation for Information Processing-Tech nical Committee 4 (IFIP-TC4) meeting in Dijon in 1976 [1], the presentation by François Grémy at the IFIP-IMIA International Working conference on Computer-Aided Medical Decision Making, held about a decade later in Prague from 30 September to 4 October, 1985 raises unusual and prescient commentaries about the contrasting ethics of individuals vs. communities being a key for understanding the challenges to individual choice and freedom that can arise from informatics systems involved in medical decision making [2]. Many of these same challenges have become even more serious today with digital health advancing through distributed, mobile web-based systems driven primarily by economic pressures and related administrative workflow considerations, which frequently downplay the responsibilities and actions of practitioners working on a basis of trust with patients through the personal and unique events of individual clinical encounters. Pervasive information systems with corresponding health literacy is expected to promote equity with more inclusive distribution of healthcare resources to communities and populations [3]. However, this can come at the cost of individual patients and clinical practitioners being “reducible” to data points for analytical purposes. The clinical encounter itself can be reduced to disembodied data interactions through networks of abstracted, impersonal “information spaces” unless new ways of dealing ethically with what has been termed “human-data assemblages” [4] can be developed.

The World Health Organization recognizes the limitations of digital health for health care systems in its guideline published in 2019: “The key aim of this guideline is to present recommendations based on a criti-
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The above considerations make an interpretive review of Grémy’s paper more than a historical curiosity, the more so because of what can be inferred from the author’s very unique interdisciplinary experiences bridging mathematics, physics, medicine and biostatistics as he sought to develop insights about the early emerging field of medical informatics, which he so strongly influenced in its international evolution [12]. The implications for equity and inclusivity of digital health become apparent from the comments in the paper which is unique in its emphasis on the individual and personal nature of the clinical encounter in defining the very basis of scientific approaches to medicine (and by extension healthcare practices more generally) as founded in the ethical need to recognize the free-will or liberty of individuals to define their interpersonal interactions. These ethical freedom requirements of Hippocratic medicine are contrasted to the way in which impersonal abstracted rules and regulations may be applied by members of professional communities with certain interests and according to their ideologies. They frequently treat people as objects – or in the more current emerging data science perspectives viewed as “data points” to be processed, analyzed and interacted with in an infosphere or metaverse. The contrasts between the needs of individual freedoms and the constraints of the community-imposed rules codified into algorithmically-implemented requirements in software systems is identified by Grémy as examples of types of “terrorisms” that frequently exaggerate the necessity of imposing such rules on the conduct of medical encounters that ought to ethically respect both the patient and the practitioner in their individualities and freedoms subject to the wisdom of the Hippocratic advice dating back to more than 2,500 years. This unusually frank and blunt characterization of the ultimate force of terror for controlling people through authority based on different types of economic, social, and professionally imposed constraints is presented as contradictory to the opposite embrace of a patient-centered “libertarian terrorism”, which exaggerates respect for individual rights and liberty. Such considerations in 2020-2022 are acutely relevant as result of a couple of very different, but arguably “terrorism-related” types of medical ethics challenges to inclusivity, and equity in clinical practice. One is the so-called “anti-vax” community-involved actions frequently amplified by manipulative politicians who justify such exaggerations by the uses of what Grémy identifies as “philosophical terrorisms”. In the last two years, such exaggerations have been seen on full display during often violent protests arising in reaction to public health measures designed to control the spread of highly infectious and often severe viral variants from the COVID-19 pandemic [13, 14]. The second is the set of rapidly advancing legal challenges to the freedoms of individual women to control their own reproductive health in the United States, as the culmination of decades-old political campaigns by various anti-abortion groups, which have also been known to advance their cause by encouraging acts of criminal terrorism [15].

We believe that the digital health so fervently desired by most of us individually for ourselves and those whom we love and are close to, is increasingly threatened by the impositions of ethically questionable social pressures that constrain our individual “health liberty” choices in increasingly threatening ways by a toxic mix of the contradictory “terrorisms” identified by Grémy as the:

1. Exaggerations of personal individual choices of patients and physicians which can derail their respectful and reasonable interactions under Hippocratic guidance criteria;
2. Exaggerations of economic constraints that deprive patients and physicians of responsibility and freedom in the clinical encounter through the means of informatics systems financially and legally imposed or constrained by corporate or government authorities;
3. Philosophical – including religious – constraints which may be exaggerations of “very respectable reflections on the meaning of human life (e.g., discussions about human reproduction and abortion)”;
4. Methodological constraints which Grémy characterizes as the “severe judgment of controversial ofstatisticians, epidemiologists, decision analysts, … on medical action” [2, p. 17].
In short, Grémy’s warnings anticipate the ways in which a mixture of professional practices enforcing community-based economic, ideological and methodological biases, and the incredibly pervasive influence of information technologies and social media, when politically driven by extreme ideologies of individualism, can become weaponized through a spectrum of exaggerated “libertarian terrorism”, “economic terrorism”, “philosophical – including religious – terrorism”, and “methodological terrorism”, which enable and amplify the control of individuals and groups of people by those in power, and significantly threaten the mutual respect and liberty that individuals have enjoyed as practitioners in solidarity with patients when following the best of Hippocratic-inspired traditional ethical practices in the clinical encounter.

2 Medical Ethics and Informatics in Digital Health for Clinical Decision-Making

The practical, philosophical and religious issues involved in discussions of ethical principles in the practice of medicine, nursing and implicitly healthcare more generally have a long history in most major cultures of the world, as described in great detail in books such as The Cambridge World History of Medical Ethics [16], Beauchamp and Childress’ Principles of Biomedical Ethics [17], Benjamin and Curtis’ Ethics in Nursing [18], Murphy’s Underpinnings of Medical Ethics [19] and others [20]. The many ethical issues related to the introduction of clinical informatics into the practices of both medicine and nursing have been recognized and discussed for at least the last three decades [21-24].

In medical clinical decision-making AI applications intended to summarize expert knowledge and serve as consultants to less specialized or experienced clinicians or medical students [25-28], ethical issues were touched on historically early by Szolovits and Pauker [29] in an article provocatively entitled “Computers and Clinical Decision-Making: Whether, How, and For Whom?”. In this article, they point out two major obstacles for such AI consultation approaches: “first, acceptance as a means of improving care or lightening the physicians’ load, and second, acceptance of the advice provided in an individual consultation, especially if that advice runs counter to the physician’s own intuition”. The assumption was, however, that the physician would have the ultimate responsibility to accept or reject advice from a system. After discussing the question of which knowledge representation and inference methodologies ought to be incorporated in consultation programs, the authors broach the issue of whether such a computer program can be really worthwhile and whether it ought to be released. They propose a hierarchical evaluation process of testing and evaluating against a database or panel of cases, which can be used to test any modifications of the program to improve its performance. Starting with prototypical cases, they assume an AI system could be built to search systematically for inconsistencies in the clinical program, first retrospectively comparing program performance to that of unaided physicians, and then prospectively and finally in a controlled clinical trial against a panel of experts “blinded as to which decision-maker they are evaluating”. They caution that in this last phase it is important to avoid the “Hawthorne effect” of physicians improving their decision-making performance when they know they are being scrutinized. All these were reasonable recommendations, but involve some critical assumptions which still present problematic issues for population-based computer decision-support aids today [30]:

1. The categorizations of diagnostic and treatment criteria are well-defined, consistent, unchanging over time, and comparable for all the practitioners and for the expert or “knowledge-based” program being evaluated;
2. Data samples are representative of the clinical problems afflicting the very different patients from different practices, environments, and genomic and developmental backgrounds;
3. The knowledge-bases of decision-rules or their contextual “frames” defining the clinical meaning of diagnostic, prognostic, or treatment criteria are consistent, or “aligned” in some way;
4. The probabilistic or heuristic inference and action rules of the program are somehow comparable in terms of end-point (outcome) classification/prediction performance to that of the expert physicians;
5. Aggregations or groupings of performance data and groupings of clinical hypotheses and actions are somehow consistent and comparable also… and do not require dynamic re-definition as clinical problem-solving progresses (or in today’s terminology – that static ontologies suffice);
6. Considerations of visualization or use of metaphors in clinical reasoning are not essential; …and many more.

Most of the points made in the paper [29] were related to well-established criteria from biostatistical and epidemiological studies, and routinely considered in earlier statistical and pattern recognition models of decision-making understood to be mathematical models for analysis that might capture elements of clinical cognition or decision-making – which were to be used only as adjuncts to the judgment of expert practitioners. This point is made abundantly clear in [27]: “But, even in its early days, it was recognized that computer decision aids, as any new tool employed in medicine, must be shown to be safe and effective before it can be ethically and legally sanctioned for general use” [29, p.1225]. The statistical approaches to evaluate clinical decision-making systems employing probabilistic [1, 31-35] and pattern recognition [36, 37] methods both before and after the knowledge-based first generation of AI in medicine [30], all concentrated on populations of patients matching the diagnostic or therapeutic criteria serving as end-points or outcomes for measuring the performance of the system under study. The major challenge facing researchers was to have their expert systems become reliable and sufficiently flexible and generalizable at a reasonable cost in updating so that they could scale up for realistic clinical practice with informed and ethical practitioners. Efforts to use statistical methods for generalizing and specializing rule-based expert systems worked for relatively well-defined domains of clinical knowledge [38], and prototype aids complementing commercial
clinical laboratory instruments [39, 40], where responsible physicians would always remain the ultimate judges for acceptance in any clinical encounter with patients. This presented major practical problems for widespread adoption of computerized decision support aids then, and it remains so today. In a paper from 2014, Bayesian networks are shown to be useful for structuring and learning from records of patient encounters in an emergency room setting to create adaptive order menus that summarize past clinician behavior from local empirical data to enhance decision support [41]. However, the authors also emphasize that this approach, which relies on Condorcet’s jury theorem about expecting statistical improvement in answers from averaging independent decision-makers judgments, only applies to models of small decision-making problems and to fairly high-level medical decisions since otherwise “crowd decisions can become crowd madness when decision-makers are not truly independent but are influenced by some outside entity”, quoting [42]. This comment is particularly relevant to today’s problems with digital health inclusivity, where the desirable goals of group-level inclusion and equity can bias the individual constraints and responsibilities that need to apply to individual patients interacting with individual practitioners.

A major argument in the early paper by Grémy anticipating such cautions is a critique of both the expert knowledge-based focus of much of the 1970s and 1980s AI systems, as well as cautions against taking too literally the application of statistical models of decision-making as a methodological basis for understanding individual clinical encounters. In this way, his views agree with the statement by Claude Bernard “Men who have excessive faith in their theories or ideas are not only ill prepared for making discoveries; they also make very poor observations. Of necessity, they observe with a preconceived idea, and when they devise an experiment, they can see, in its results, only a confirmation of their theory. In this way they distort observation and often neglect very important facts because they do not further their aim.” [6]. Grémy contraposes the needs of the patient to participate with the physicians by demanding information “to take actively part, as much as possible, of the decision process which concern his health”. In addition, he emphasizes the patient’s right to not be simply an object of observation, but rather to be encouraged by the practitioner to participate in solidarity as a “donator [sic] of his information for teaching and/or research”. Linking today’s patient encounter with yesterday’s as part of an experimental protocol is encouraged as a way of compensating the patient’s “loss of liberty” by “meticulousness and seriousness of the follow-up”. The paper concludes with the strong warning that “Let us remember that our methods are no more than an aid, a tool for clarifying alternatives, for precising [sic] the judgment criteria. But they do not make the decision. This one depends on the system of values which escapes from our own competence”. Such a caution is particularly important given the facile way in which AI and Machine Learning (ML) are today being touted as ways for scaling up and improving the practices of digital health, and ever more so during the present COVID-19 pandemic [43]. The inherent biases and lack of explainable justifications of reasoning for AI/ML results is being increasingly recognized and reported [44-46], adding to the more general concerns about the ethical, automation, bias, and safety issues surrounding computers and informatics for clinical decision-making which have been increasingly addressed over the past years [47-49]. Of particular concern are the possibilities raised by digital health systems leading to new kinds of harm [50], potentially becoming a new type of iatrogenic illness [51]. A recent review article on challenges related to patient safety arising from health information technology [52] identifies nine major challenges for three Information Technology (IT) lifecycle stages: design and development, implementation and use, and monitoring, evaluation and optimization. This builds on an earlier systematic review covering the effects of health IT on delivery of care and patient outcomes, identifying reported problems and harms over 34 studies from 6 countries worldwide [53]. Major sources of clinical errors related to IT involved issues of system functionality, poor user interfaces, fragmented displays and delayed care delivery.

Yet, despite the above, there is no question that well-developed criteria for the applications of informatics in digital health have great potential for improving overall healthcare policy guidance, as a major study published in the journal Nature recently reported in its focus on digital inclusion as a major social determinant of health [54].

3 Conclusions: Historical Precedents for Caution about Digital Health to Avoid the Harms of “Terrorisms” that it Can Lead to in Affecting Ethical Clinical Encounters

The vulnerabilities and shortcomings of algorithmically-driven decisions for healthcare arise from not taking into account the individual human clinical encounter and the ethical interaction between individuals where practitioners are guided by criteria of Hippocratic practice [55] as emphasized by François Grémy in his 1985 article. Current trends towards exaggerated promises for the capabilities of unexplainable AI methods can lead to bias and lack of reliability and equity of treatment in clinical decision-making regardless of the efficiencies and scalability expected of them for enterprise-level productivity. Informed clinical judgment and personalized medical or nursing care and responsibility are not taken into account much if at all with abstracted and reductionistic methodologies. While these can be useful for analyzing clinical data, the “metaverse ecologies” that are being spawned to extract administratively useful but frequently clinically irrelevant information from individual patients becomes at best a distraction, and at worst a tool for inflicting the frequently conflicting “terrorisms” (hyper-individual vs. community-driven-economic, philosophical and professional impositions) identified by Grémy. This contrasts to the need for tools that will foster augmenting “freedoms” of individual intelligent capabilities through literacy, knowledge, and education, which informatics systems are ideally intended.
to encourage so as to promote inclusivity and equity across patient groups. Since it is recognized philosophically that machine-based systems cannot have ethics of their own despite attempts to postulate how these might be constructed [56], leading to very deep and extensive philosophical debates [57], digital health systems need to be designed to support renewal of close and re-personalized relations between caregivers and patients with the goal of individualizing trustworthy care for every individual patient. This is tragically often neglected in today’s technology-and-business-driven practices despite the early warnings discussed in the present paper.
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